
‘I wish I’d been better prepared 
and spent that money’

Mark Kozned, owner of Nova Vita Wines, had never been 
in a bushfire before so the ferocity of the Cudlee Creek 
fire was something he hadn’t expected.

Mark awoke on the morning of 20 December 2019 to a 
catastrophic fire danger day. The ‘danger rating’ was 
soon replaced by a warning, as a fire had started in the 
ranges to the north west of his property. Mark had a 
policy of sending staff home on catastrophic-rated days 
so the vineyard was unattended and he was soon in his 
car heading to Kenton Valley to prepare for the worst.

When he arrived the property, he filled his firefighting 
trailer with water, made sure the pump was working and 
attached it to his car. The firefighting unit was supposed 
to help him save the property; little did he know it would 
also put him at grave risk.

Once everything was prepared Mark spent a long 
anxious day watching the smoke build as it moved 
towards his property. At around 5:30pm the fire was 
licking at the boundary of his vineyard; however, this 
was just a prelude.

‘When that wind change came through about seven 
o’clock, that’s when the 80 kilometre per hour winds 
came, that’s where the fire literally sounded like a freight 
train coming out of Porter’s Scrub and just smashed into 
the vineyard. Pine trees just exploded, gum trees just 
exploded and sent embers all through the vineyard.’

Mark spent the following hours frantically trying to put 
out spot fires on his 31-hectare property. 

‘The mid-rows were burning, the dripper tubes were 
burning, posts were burning.’

After the sunset, smoke made visibility even worse. 
Combined with fatigue, Mark found himself caught at 
the bottom of a gully surrounded by fire.

‘I tried to get out of that situation and in the end I 
couldn’t manoeuvre the car and the trailer. I got the 
trailer stuck in a fence, and then I couldn’t see what was 
in front of me. I ran the car into a strainer post and I was 
in serious peril. 
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‘Just be prepared, and I’m not 
talking about being prepared 
the night before. I’m talking 
about planning at the beginning 
of the fire season and having 
things in place and tested.’  
– Mark Kozned  

Above: The firefighting trailer set-up that Mark used during the 
Cudlee Creek fire in 2019.
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Above: The fire reached Mark’s vineyard in the evening. This combined with smoke from the fire significantly reduced visibility.

Above: Mark has now changed his fire equipment set up, with a 
water tank on a ute, bag with protective gear and a chainsaw 
ready for use. 

‘I’d have a little bag with proper clothing to fight a fire, 
P2 masks, goggles to protect your eyes from the smoke, 
leather gloves. A hat that’s fireproof, because you know 
your hair can catch on fire, these are the things that I 
didn’t have. 

‘Having a chainsaw, having shovels, having a knapsack 
full of water in the back of your ute. Having backup 
generators, so that you can have power on your 
property, because if it’s a catastrophic fire you’re not 
going to have power. 

‘Just be prepared, and I’m not talking about being 
prepared the night before. I’m talking about planning 
at the beginning of the fire season and having things 
in place and tested. Your pumps are tested, you’ve got 
batteries in your torches. These are critical things you 
can’t do the night before or even on the day.’

But well before the next fire season Mark has made a 
commitment to invest in infrastructure protection.

‘One fire wiped $1.2 million dollars off the value of my 
business. Spending $5,000 on having proper firefighting 
equipment, and even a backup generator for your 
property, is a small amount of money to invest to protect 
your business. 

‘You might not save everything but you will save things 
that are critical to you. $5,000, $10,000 I know sounds 
like a lot of money. In hindsight, I wish I’d been better 
prepared and spent that money. So spend the money 
now, make sure you’re well prepared and you will, I 
think, get a positive outcome from that investment.’

‘I know that because about three months later, when 
I went to replace the car, they said, “The underside of 
your car and most of the wiring has been melted.” So all 
I needed was to be trapped in those flames for another 
minute or so and I think I would have been in serious 
trouble.

‘One of the major learnings I have is, “get your 
firefighting unit on a ute”, especially if you have a 
vineyard and I’ve done that.’

Besides moving his fire fighting tank and pump from a 
trailer to a ute Mark says there are other things he will 
do differently.

First, he will be cultivating a three-metre strip along the 
property fence line at the start of each fire season, a 
break which he hopes will help slow a fire down.

Second is making sure he is personally prepared.


